
Internet Marketing Services Reports that Thousands of Canadian Phone Users May 

Have to Settle for Windows Phone 7 Instead of their Favorite Nokia N9 Canada.    

 

A recently concluded market research by private research company Internet Marketing 

Services has indicated that future of Nokia N9 Canada remains to be bleak in this part of 

the world. The report also suggests that thousands of consumers here may have to satisfy 

themselves with Windows Phone 7 from Nokia instead of the most popular Smartphone 

ever made by Nokia.  

 

Things are not at all looking good for thousands of Canadians who have been waiting for 

months for the release of Nokia N9 Canada. A market research from Internet Marketing 

Services has revealed that there are very little chances of the phone making its entry to 

the Canadian market very soon. Their report also reveals that Nokia is far more interested 

in promoting its first ever Windows Phone 7 in this country than introducing the N9 

model. The N9 model is one of the most spectacular phones from Nokia to have hit the 

market, and it has been a regular topic of discussion in the global telecommunication 

industry.   

 

The reason behind the reluctance of Nokia to launch the Nokia N9 Canada has been 

quite difficult to understand. However, Internet Marketing Services hints that this could 

actually be a part of their strategy to market their Windows Phone 7 device in this 

country. It may be recalled that major Smartphone markets like Canada and the United 

States were left out of the list of the companies where the phone released last year. The 

report suggested that Nokia may have chosen these countries for the launch of the WP 7 

device because there is a great demand for iPhones and Androids in these markets.  

 

The market response to the launch of the WP7 device in Canada has been no more than 

modest so far. On the contrary, the non availability of Nokia N9 Canada has resulted in 

serious disappointment for most of the phone users in Canada. It must be mentioned here 

that Nokia N9 has received huge applause in most of the countries where it has been 

launched. The revolutionary Mee Go operating system and a plethora of fabulous features 

have resulted in runaway success for this Smartphone. Only future would say if the 

gadget crazy Canadian would ever be able to enjoy the features of this advanced 

Smartphone.   

 

About Internet Marketing Services: Internet Marketing Services is a private market 

research company that conducts market research on various topics. The company is based 

out of Ontario.   

 

Contact: Paul Bonner 

http://www.nokian9.ca/ 
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